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An Emergency Response
This research surveyed both private and corporate donors, both members of Philanthropy Ireland and non-members
and thirty-six charities also contributed. There is no doubt there was a signiﬁcant mobilisation of corporate, private
and public resources to support the government and communities to meet the extraordinary challenges due to
COVID-19 in the ﬁrst phase. These ranged from access to PPE for medical staff and building digital capability to
responding to immediate challenges of the digital divide for disadvantaged students accessing school online, food
poverty in newly unemployed families and isolation and anxiety amongst the more vulnerable.
Not all that was contributed is captured here. This is a picture of what has been declared either via our survey or in
the public domain. The actual value, whether in-kind or in donations, will be far higher.
The survey captures donations and grants made between March and July 2020 in direct response to COVID-19.
The research sought to map the response by philanthropy, capturing structured private giving (via Trusts and
Foundations) and corporate giving. To understand the varied donor responses, what causes attracted funding and for
what purpose; where the gaps and opportunities were and what the experience was of charities in the frontline.
The purpose of the mapping is to shed light on the response by philanthropy, to inform future philanthropic responses
in 2021 and to capture the insights from 2020 that could shape future emergency funding responses.

The Data
●

78 respondents: 42 Donors and 36 Charities (64%/66% RR).

●

Donor split: Corporates 13 and Foundations/other 29.

●

73% of those surveyed were PI members, with an 83% response rate.

●

Grants made via intermediary organisations are net of individual survey respondents.

●

Survey data supplemented with publicly available information on 6 signiﬁcant donations up to September.

●

Government-matched funding to philanthropy not included in the data.

●

Survey data collection commenced in July, closing early September.

●

The survey captured donations made March-July, grants out and publicly announced donations up to
mid-September.

Language
Donations and grants can be used interchangeably. For the purposes of this report, to distinguish between funds
raised by foundations and corporate commitments; and the money that is distributed to the end-organisation we use
●
●

‘Donation’ to refer to money that was raised or committed by a Donor for COVID purposes and
‘Grant’ as the sum of money given to the beneﬁciary/end organisation for a particular purpose.

There is a breadth of donors. For simplicity, these are divided by:
Source of funds
●
●

Corporate philanthropy which covers all corporate giving. Corporate Foundations, Funds, CSR Programmes.
Private philanthropy which covers all non-corporate giving including public donations.

and whether they fundraise
●
●

Intermediary organisations refers to organisations that raise money in order to re-grant. e.g. The Community
Foundation for Ireland, Rethink Ireland, The Ireland Funds and Irish Youth Foundation.
All others are referred to as grant-giving organisations or donors.

Summary ﬁndings
●

€28m was raised. Of monies raised 60% was from private and 40% from corporate sources.

●

In-kind (non-ﬁnancial) donations of €1.8m was reported by respondents (6.5%).

●

The majority response of philanthropic donors to the pandemic was to adjust the terms and conditions of grants
and provide assurance on current/future funding. 57% gave grants in response to Covid-19.

●

Most money went to medical care/PPE, followed by community and then young people.

●

There were no corporate donations to Traveller or refugee-supporting organisations.

●

Survey participants made 698 grants to charities between March-July €7.8m (net). Approximately 30% of
applications for funding were successful. €3.5m is to be distributed in Q4 along with €8m in funding from the
Government via the Dormant accounts fund.

●

The role of intermediary foundations in emergency response was highlighted, with a signiﬁcant portion of giving
from both Corporates and Trusts and Foundations being distributed via these foundations to charities serving
communities across Ireland.

contd
●

In terms of what inﬂuences giving, relationships were key.

●

A geographical spread was achieved, weighted against Dublin at only 8%.

●

From the charities’ perspective they highlighted the impact of COVID-19 on their operations and the need for
core funding which would increase organisational resilience to manage through the pandemic and maintain
services; that in 2020 it has been a challenge to secure funding for non-Covid-19 related work.

●

Looking ahead, there is considerable uncertainty regarding funding in 2021. Philanthropies report mixed views
in relation to levels of funds available; and the need for funding by charities is forecast to grow. Will the uptick
in corporate giving be repeated in 2021? Can the new donors that responded to the emergency be tempted to
back those organisations’ core work in this next phase? Now that we are past the initial emergency and crisis
response, charities, just like businesses, need investment in pivoting their work and maintaining what they do.

€28m raised
More than €28m in philanthropic funds were raised in the immediate
aftermath of the lockdown.
60% of this came from private sources through a number of Trusts and
Foundations. This includes the €3m raised by the public through the

+€28m

Community Foundation’s Comic Relief appeal and €10m donated by U2 for
PPE.
40% was donated by Corporate sources.
6 third-level foundations reported raising €0.5m collectively for student
supports.
A few large donations, from U2, AIB, Bank of Ireland and Diageo, represent collectively 50% of the total raised.

Corporates put their assets to work
€1.8m in in-kind (non-ﬁnancial) supports
With in-kind donations of €1.8m included, the value
increases to €29.8m. This valuation on in-kind is likely a
fraction of the real value of in-kind by businesses across
the country.
In total, 51 In-kind contributions were reported. These
included the use of vans, free petrol, use of warehouses,
PPE, medical equipment, mobile phones, laptops etc and
support of their staff. This ranged from loaning medical
staff to IT support in pivoting online to HR and
employment law advice.

€29.8m

Where did the money go?
€24.5m has been disbursed to date. Unsurprisingly, 60% of funds targeted medical staff. €10.6m was directed at the purchase of PPE
for the HSE, with an additional €1m in in-kind donations of PPE, while the ‘Feed the Heroes’ public appeal raised over €1.4m to provide
food to hospital staff.
After medical staff, the community in general was the next largest recipient at 22%, followed by young people at 6%. This was
recognition, perhaps, of the particularly high impact of the pandemic on young people, both educationally and in terms of their mental
health - challenges that were magniﬁed for young people at risk of or living in poverty. What was surprising was that only 4% of grants
were speciﬁcally directed at the elderly. There were no corporate grants to the most marginalised groups: Travellers, Roma, refugees
and migrants.
Encouragingly, 16% of grants were categorised as being for general support to charity. Primarily, grants were for immediate needs,
PPE and directed at alleviating ﬁnancial hardship and food poverty. These were followed by providing support to organisations to
move their services online and to purchase laptops to address the digital divide amongst students in socio-economically disadvantaged
circumstances.
Overall, €9m (37% of funds) went to charities on the frontline of service provision.

Where the money went...

The target
was

For what
purpose

Majority of funds went to Healthcare
+€11.6m

After medical staff, the next
largest recipient is
community. This is a
‘catch-all’ and will cover a
number of different targets
outside of those pulled out
by the survey, such as the
Arts.
There were no corporate
donations to Traveller or
refugee-supporting
organisations.

PPE dominates

Other:
Bank of Ireland €1m Arts
AIB €2.4m TCD COVID-19 Research
Feed the Heroes €1.4m

Just 37% of funding went to the Community &
Voluntary Sector (charities).
Grants to organisations in this sector ranged from €500 to +€100,000. 58% of the funding made available to respond to
the crisis went directly to the beneﬁciary organisation. The number of grants direct to beneﬁciaries was 242, with an
average donation of c.€55k, though this drops to an average of €11k for grants to the community and voluntary sector.
Grants made by the intermediary organisations were slightly higher in value, with an average of €13.4k

Who were
the
Beneﬁciaries

Other:
AIB €2.4m TCD COVID-19 Research
Diageo €1.2m bar workers
U2 €10m PPE for medical staff

42% of Trusts, Foundations and Corporate donors gave via
an intermediary foundation. The use of intermediary
foundations as the vehicle for emergency funding by other
philanthropic organisations is worth noting.
These intermediary foundations also raised money
themselves from companies, high net worth individuals and
the public. To date, they collectively made 386 grants, to the
value of €5.5m. 62% of all funding to the Community and
Voluntary sector was granted through one of ﬁve
intermediary organisations.

How
donations
were made

Relationships key inﬂuencer of giving
For the 73% of respondents that made COVID-19 response grants, of the
options offered, existing grantees were the most inﬂuential in shaping what
donors funded, followed by the donors' own knowledge of organisations and
ﬁnally local knowledge. Requests for funding came fourth, followed by media
appeals and then the news, evidencing the importance of relationships and
personal experience in determining giving.
Most donors gave in the ﬁrst instance to current grantees and then a mixture of
organisations, both known to them and new.
Over €27m in requests for funding were reported as being unable to be met.
Interestingly, 37% of donors said they received few to no requests for funding,
58% reported receiving some requests while 5% were overwhelmed. The main
target of requests for funding were the intermediary foundations. This is
probably due to greater awareness of them as funders within the community.

“Recognise that it is nigh on
impossible for Traveller
organisations to fundraise with the
general public given the levels of
prejudice and discrimination. Also
there are few, if any, Traveller CEOs
in corporate businesses who can
prioritise donations to Travellers
etc.”
Quote from Charity survey respondent.

Donor Response to COVID-19
An emergency such as the one we have just experienced throws up interesting challenges for philanthropies. Philanthropy by
deﬁnition seeks to solve problems, to be strategic and long term. This was very much reﬂected in the responses of the majority of
formally established philanthropies. Most responded by looking to support their current grantees, adjusting the terms and
conditions of funding, allowing greater ﬂexibility and generally being supportive with regard to future years' funding. Additional
COVID-19 emergency funding was very limited, total philanthropic funds being small in Ireland. These organisations tend to
have clear missions and, as they fund multi-annually for the most part, had already committed their funds for 2020. 15% of
respondents stated that COVID-19 had had no impact on their grant making and 27% made no additional grants.
The fundraising philanthropic foundations were in a different position and that is shown in their responses. 60% adjusted their
T&Cs of current grants, 30% created an emergency response and 90% made additional funds available. These organisations
reported receiving high levels of requests.
The Corporate Foundations and Corporate Donors unsurprisingly had a different proﬁle again, based on 36 Companies’ data.
Almost all respondents made additional funds available; several created a special emergency response; and many combined cash
donations to the community with in-kind contributions of transport, phones, laptops etc, and staff expertise. Corporate
donations were evenly split between community sector recipients and non-community sector, with 45% of funding being
allocated to Communities followed by Medical/Care and then young people.

Geographic focus of donors
The survey asked what counties were recipients
of grants. Unsurprisingly, Leinster leads with 30%,
followed by Munster and Connacht.
Dublin however, despite having 40% of the State’s
population, only attracted 8% of the funds; while
Ulster lagged signiﬁcantly at just 5%.
The data only gives one part of the picture: it tells
us the geographies that donors gave to, but not
the value of the grants to those regions.

“The response from the citizen sector was impressive overall. Fast, creative but incoherent.
Philanthropy played a small but important role: speed was essential, some responded
quickly... The need for FAST and EFFECTIVE grants was so important.”
Quote from CEO of Philanthropic organisation

Charity Survey

Survey of Charities
47 of the lead charitable organisations for the key sectors
involved with responding to the pandemic and those who
were prominent publicly during the pandemic were invited to
participate.
The survey of charities had 36 respondents. This chart shows
the sectors they come from. Where an organisation overlaps
two areas, it is represented in both. e.g. Youth and Mental
Health.
85% of respondents made a COVID-19 funding appeal to
donors and the public.

Respondents

Fundraising insights
Focusing just on money raised for the Community & Voluntary sector, a
sub-sector of the data gathered in the survey of philanthropy, and comparing
it with the data gathered from the NGO survey responses, we see the picture
below.

NGO survey
Philanthropy survey

What is evident is the signiﬁcant funding
provided by the public, at 40% of funds raised
plus 10% from high net worth individuals.
21% of funding to charities was from Trusts
and Foundations and 29% from Corporate
sources.
What is also notable is the number of high net
worth donors that gave directly to charities
(just a sample of thirty) versus the lesser
number that donated through an
intermediary foundation. This is not to
suggest one route is better than another,
rather it demonstrates levels of philanthropic
giving that are perhaps hidden.
80% of grants were from Irish sources, 20%
from international or multi-national sources.

85% made a COVID-19 funding appeal
Of those surveyed, 85% had made a COVID-19 funding appeal. All reported some increase in funds raised. In total,
€14m was raised in Covid-19-related funding. Five did not provide data on fundraising, however, so this is an
underestimate.
The top 3 Donations were for:
○
Food 34%
○
PPE 22%
○
Laptops 11%

Charities reported great difﬁculty in securing funding for
non-COVID-19-related work and core operating costs. This
should be noted for future funding decisions.
Clearly, organisations have experienced the pandemic very
differently. Some have found themselves the welcome
recipients of emergency funding that ensures that 2020 is a
good fundraising year for them. Others received nothing and
face an uncertain future and great challenges in their service
delivery. All have a shared dread regarding the future funding
landscape and the impact on their target group.

€750,000 in non-ﬁnancial supports
One-third of organisations surveyed reported receiving in-kind donations. This was valued at €750,000. While food
and PPE were the largest category, a wide array of in-kind donations were offered, from free fuel, cars, toiletries,
phones and credit, through to HR and employment law advice, and expertise in digitalisation of programmes.

COVID-19 impact on vulnerable
“Barnardos’ Early Years centres post-lockdown are seeing a high level of anxiety among the children (and their
parents) and that a number of children have regressed considerably since returning to Barnardos. For example,
many are now eating with their hands again instead of the knives and forks they had progressed to before
lockdown, as they have been spoon-fed at home.”
“We more than doubled our output (volume of food to charities) since March and will need to sustain these
volumes from 2021 onward as the need for food provision in Ireland is higher than we have previously
experienced (in 7 years of operating). This will increase our operating costs and therefore our funding gap will be
higher in 2021+ than anticipated.”
“These are exceptional times and exceptional acts of kindness are needed.”
Respondents to Charity Survey

What Charities would

donors to know

“Ask what the charity needs rather than assume the need on behalf of the charity. During COVID-19, many donors
insisted on purchasing items for (in our case) the hospital. In some cases, the items couldn't be used (health and safety,
incompatible technology) and therefore the donor intent couldn't be fulﬁlled.”
“I would want a potential donor to understand how their support can be transformative through the work we do and
the plans we have. I would want that person to have trust in us as their partner.”
“It is often the case that donors want only to give to the visible frontline response, but a 360 degree understanding of
what is required to manage this, and also a recognition of the value of what is sometimes the more 'slow work'
(policy/social change), is so helpful.”
“It must be recognised that it is nigh on impossible for Traveller organisations to fundraise with the general public
given the levels of prejudice and discrimination. There are also few, if any, Traveller CEOs in Corporate businesses
who can prioritise donations to Travellers etc.”

contd.
“The COVID-19 pandemic has severely stretched our organisation and we have had to focus on core activities and
re-prioritise. Our ability to outwardly engage and communicate has been reduced on account of this. Some funders
understand this and trust us to do the right thing. Others are more interventionist, which can be problematic.”
“Focus on developing multi-year partnerships with non-proﬁts that can have a meaningful impact over that period,
allowing the organisation to take a more strategic approach.”
“Support the organisation, get to know its mission and impact and how you can make a huge difference by committing
to supporting the organisation's core service offering rather than constantly expecting new innovations.”
“Giving when there is no crisis enables communities to put things in place that help them to withstand crises when
they hit.”

What works
“It has been very positive during this current situation to have donors who understand that organisations need to
cover their backroom costs (light, heat, the phone bills etc...) in order to effectively deliver the frontline work. Also
our organisation has a social change/policy function and we have been so glad to have one signiﬁcant donor who
recognises the value of this and gave funds speciﬁcally to resource our work in this area, which is also unusual.”
“Funders who recognise the value of our core staff, who support the organisation as a whole. One funder
re-committed to funding our medium to long term programme delivery for 2021/22. This gave great assurance when
so much else was uncertain.”

Quotes from charity survey respondents

2021

2021 - Donors’ have mixed views
There are mixed views as to the level of funds available in 2021, with some
predicting more funding being available and others less.
Respondents were asked about 2021 and what impact, if any, COVID-19 would
bear on their grant giving. Several Trusts and Foundations reported that they
had made limited to no emergency funding response to COVID-19 as they were
not reactionary grant makers, but they would look to what was required once
the ‘dust has settled’.
Overall, 45% stated that they planned to look speciﬁcally at the recovery and
that it will inﬂuence future funding decisions. 29% were undecided as to what
impact COVID-19 and the recovery would have on their giving, while 26%
intend to ‘go back to normal’ as this was a once-off emergency response.

2021 - Charities’ worried about resilience
Charities’ key concerns are the impact on their clients where COVID-19 has had a detrimental effect: many are seeing
signiﬁcant increases in food poverty and in anxiety at all ages. This puts additional strain on already stretched resources at a
time when social distancing often means fewer numbers can be supported at any one time. Charities are facing growing
funding gaps; some in 2020, others more so in 2021.
How a charity is funded and the level of reliance on non-statutory income will be all important in the coming year. Contrary to
normal wisdom, those with diverse income streams may suffer the most with the inability to hold events as both fundraising
and earned income opportunities are gone. Those with strong statutory funding, while challenged, will be more resilient at
least in the short-term.
Statutory funding is not assumed by any respondents. All are deeply concerned that the sector will experience the level of cuts
that were administered in 2010 and from which levels they have never recovered.
Respondents forecast a funding gap of €7.9m in 2020 and €9.7m in 2021 (a 22% increase as more organisations identify a gap).
Based on the number of organisations that reported a funding gap, this approximates to an average gap of €650k per
organisation in 2020 and 2021.
Overall, there is huge uncertainty of funding, with no funds to invest in adapting services either to online or other creative ways
as demanded by social distancing. Many charities state that they can see how to deliver better and effectively in this ‘new
normal’ but they haven’t the capacity, technical expertise or the resources to respond. Many are concerned that Donors were
diverted from long term/impact support to 'emergency' activities.

Adapting for the ‘new normal’
The initial emergency response was ﬁrmly characterised as charitable, focused on providing immediate relief to people. There is
€11.5m in donations still to be committed. These grants will tend more towards what we know as philanthropy: more long-term
and strategic in nature, and often involving making multiple gifts to support over a number of years. This next phase of giving
will be focused on helping organisations to pivot to the reality of working with Covid-19 and addressing the need to return to
tackling the fundamental issues over the longer term.
Recipients in the ﬁrst phase were predominantly healthcare. In the coming phase, this balance should tilt towards organisations
in the community and voluntary sector who are not necessarily ﬁrst responders on the frontline, but who do vital work within
the community and on behalf of society and who have been hugely impacted by COVID-19.
The pandemic limited or severely challenged most organisations’ ability to deliver a service in 2020 and, having severely reduced
their fundraising opportunities, threatens services in 2021. Unlike businesses, charities have few ‘undesignated funds’ that they
can use to adapt what they do. One of the key messages from the charities surveyed was that they require an investment in their
core service to invest in IT and to keep the service open. The State is a signiﬁcant actor in the community and voluntary sector
but its funding is for direct service delivery and rarely provides investment in service development or core capabilities, systems
or infrastructure. This is an area where philanthropy can make a valuable immediate and long-term impact on a service.

“If we are going to 'build back better' we will need more medium to long-term approaches to solving our
immediate societal issues.”

Focus of funding 2021-2022
When asked what areas donor
organisations planned to focus their giving
on over the next year or two, these were
the ones selected.

Under 'other', donors named
homelessness, online child sexual abuse,
agriculture, youth employment and animal
rights.

* Just Transition refers to the need to smooth the shift towards a more sustainable society, addressing the social and economic effects on communities and workers arising from the transition towards a
climate-neutral economy, a belief that the transition should happen in a fair way, leaving no one behind. Key part of Climate justice.

Key Challenges to Reﬂect on
●

The ongoing nature of the pandemic and hence continuing strain on the most vulnerable and the organisations
that support them. Essential community services are severely impacted.

●

Fundraising activities of charities that for many are the mainstay of funding for their core work have not
happened in 2020. Charities are asking donors to support them by committing funding over a few years and to
support the running of the organisation as a means to ensuring quality, responsive services.

●

High unemployment is creating a new poor, some migrant families and casual workers who may not have
entitlement to social welfare supports are particularly hit.

●

Both in rural and urban contexts, there is evidence of increased food poverty, declining mental health and an
increase in marital breakdown, domestic violence and child neglect/abuse.

●

The economic divide in education has not been solved, if schools close again it will be the poorest children who
are hit hardest. Lack of tech, lack of internet access, lack of educational support and lack of a quiet space to study.

●

A generation of young people, whose social lives have been interrupted, their education disrupted, their
employment opportunities limited are facing an uncertain future. The ramiﬁcations of this will be profound.
With the challenges ahead, both COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 related the need for philanthropy is great.
There is a substantial gap between need and estimated funds. How can we close this gap?

END

